
 

The sequel to the B-grade horror movie, Bhoothnath Returns was released in January 2016 with a Hindi dub along side the original English. It's a story of revenge and sacrifice. The new cast includes an array of performers like Anupam Kher and Mithun Chakraborty and it has been dubbed in both Hindi and Tamil languages. This film stars Sanjay Dutt in his final role before his death from cancer,
who plays a widower who is haunted by visions of Bhoothnath from his death scene from the first movie. In April 2016, the film was released in Tamil as "Naayaki 2.0". In May 2017, the film was titled "Chennai Express" in Hindi and released with English subtitles. The theatrical release will be dubbed into the languages of Tamil and Hindi. The film was released on 23 October 2017 under Prabhu
Deva's direction. This film is a remake of 2016 Bollywood movie "Tubelight". The film will be dubbed in Telugu and released with English subtitles. The film will be dubbed in Malayalam and released with English subtitles.The dubbing rights obtained by Jagratha Creations.

Bhoothnath Returns (1) Box Office Result: 
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